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abolition The action of abolishing a system, practice, or institution.
The abolition of capital punishment.

abolitionism The doctrine that calls for the abolition of slavery.

abolitionist A reformer who favors abolishing slavery.
The abolitionist movement.

banish Send (someone) away from a country or place as an official punishment.
A number of people were banished to Siberia for political crimes.

cancellation A mark made on a postage stamp to show that it has been used.
Covers showing stamps and special cancellations.

coup An instance of successfully achieving something difficult.
He was overthrown in an army coup.

cutout A part that is cut out or is intended to be cut out.

delete
(of a section of genetic code, or its product) be lost or excised from a
nucleic acid or protein sequence.
Their EMI release has already been deleted.

deport Exile (a native) to another country.
He has deported himself with great dignity.

depose Remove from office suddenly and forcefully.
He had been deposed by a military coup.

discharge A substance that has been discharged.
Machinery to rehabilitate the bankrupt through the process of discharge.

eject Leave an aircraft rapidly using an ejection seat or capsule.
He put the plane in a nosedive and ejected.

elimination
The generation of a simple substance as a product in the course of a
reaction involving larger molecules.
A 1 1 draw confirmed their elimination from the tournament.
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erase
Remove recorded material from (a magnetic tape or medium); delete (data)
from a computer’s memory.
Who erased the files from my hard disk.

evict Expel or eject without recourse to legal process.
A single mother and her children have been evicted from their home.

excise Charge excise on goods.
The surgeon excised the tumor.

exclude Put out or expel from a place.
The bad results were excluded from the report.

exclusion The state of being excommunicated.
Exclusions can be added to your policy.

exile Expel from a country.
A corrupt dictator who had been exiled from his country.

expatriate Move away from one’s native country and adopt a new residence abroad.
The poet was then expatriated from France.

expulsion The act of expelling or projecting or ejecting.
The child s expulsion from school.

expunge
Remove by erasing or crossing out or as if by drawing a line.
The kind of man that could expunge an unsatisfactory incident from his
memory.

extradite
Hand over (a person accused or convicted of a crime) to the jurisdiction of
the foreign state in which the crime was committed.
They extradited the fugitive to his native country so he could be tried
there.

ghetto An isolated or segregated group or area.
The Warsaw ghetto.

liquidate
Wind up the affairs of (a business) by ascertaining liabilities and
apportioning assets.
If the company was liquidated there would be enough funds released to
honour the debts.

manumission The formal act of freeing from slavery.
A leading advocate of manumission.

ostracize Expel from a community or group.
Ever since I spoke up my colleagues ostracize me.

oust Take away (a court’s jurisdiction) in a matter.
The chairman was ousted after he misappropriated funds.
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riddance
The act of removing or getting rid of something.
The new movement emphasized discipline not riddance or punishment as a
method of solving the criminal problem.

rout A disorderly retreat of defeated troops.
A rout of wolves consumed the last of the carcass.


